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Abstract

Welding flux makes significant contribution to weld-metal quality, productivity of welding process and rapid deployment of new materials. Deployment of new materials has been hampered because of lengthy trial-and-test experiments and paucity of methodology for modelling and optimisation in the traditional welding flux development. This paper discussed the contributions made to mitigate the drawbacks of traditional welding flux development in areas of experimentations, prediction modelling and optimisation. Limitations of current efforts were identified and suggested for future research, namely (i) current response models are limited to well-behaved flux systems and do not account for edge and additive effects of flux ingredients (ii) non-incorporation of stakeholder’s preferences concerning the relative importance of quality attributes (iii) lack of prediction and optimisation tools for determining optimal coating factor and flux heights for Shielded Metal Arc Welding and Submerge Arc Welding respectively and (iv) non-continuous response functions and concave regions of the trade-off surface are not considered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interest of researchers have been on the increase in welding flux development since the early 1900s when research publications on welding flux development became very visible in the open literature [1]. Many reasons are responsible for this, namely (i) the need to reduce the cost of welding flux (ii) the need to enhance the deployment of new weldable engineering materials (iii) the importance of achieving the required weld-metal quality (iv) the desire to achieve enhanced productivity of the welding process and finally (v) environmental and health issues. For instance, depending on the type of welding process, welding flux accounts for between 10 and 50% of the total cost of welding [2, 3]. Recycling of fused slag has been suggested as a means of reducing cost of welding flux [4]. The desire to reduce cost has intensified research activities in welding flux development using the waste-to-wealth philosophy [5–9].

The continuous improvement drive in various industries such as in manufacturing, aviation, power, construction, nuclear, petrochemical, etc., requires that new materials be developed to improve high temperature performance, cryogenic performance, corrosion resistance and energy efficiency of machines and operations among others [10]. In response to this, new materials with varying degrees of properties are being developed at a faster rate than the past [11]. Most of these new materials are designed to be weldable and their deployment depend on the development of appropriate welding fluxes. Adeyeye and Oyawale [10] observed that welding flux development has not kept pace with the rate at which new materials are being developed. This has in a way hampered the deployment of these new materials. To address this lag, researchers have increased efforts at seeking better approaches that will reduce the lead-time for welding flux development.

Another reason for increased research interest in welding flux formulation is because of the numerous and enormous roles welding flux plays in the productivity and operational effectiveness and efficiency of the welding process. The role of welding flux on spatter, deposition rate and efficiency, arc stability, slag detachment, penetration control, and weld-bead geometry have been of interest to welding flux designers (WFD) because they determine the productivity of the welding process [2, 12–17]. Furthermore, the flux plays major roles in achieving the quality of weld-deposit [18]. Such roles include (i) Protection of molten metal (ii) Weld-metal chemical composition (iii) Mechanical properties of weldment (iv) Microstructural and other metallurgical features (v) Fume generation and its toxicity [8, 17, 19–24].

The selection of appropriate flux ingredients such as TiO₂, CaO, SiO₂, Al₂O₃, MgO, MnO, and fluorides like Na₂SiF₆, Na₂TiF₆, K₂SiF₆ and K₂TiF₆ among others in their right proportions to achieve the numerous requirements is not a trivial problem. The control of weld-metal composi-
tion to achieve desired properties that meet service requirements is often through the manipulation of the welding flux. For instance, diffusible hydrogen content in weld-metal is a major cause of hydrogen induced cracking in high strength steels [25–28]. Four major methods are used to control and minimise diffusible hydrogen content in weld-metal, namely: (i) increase in basicity index [29, 30] (ii) control of oxygen content in weld-metal [25, 31–33] (iii) reduction of partial pressure of hydrogen in the arc atmosphere [25] (iv) reacting hydrogen with elements to produce compounds insoluble in iron [25, 34]. All the aforementioned approaches involve the manipulation of the welding flux chemistry. Similarly, the methods used to control oxygen transfer to weld-metal such as (i) reduction of the oxygen potential of the flux (ii) addition of deoxidants and (iii) increasing the basicity of the flux among others involve the proper design and formulation of the welding flux in terms of the proportions of various ingredients among which are TiO$_2$, CaO, SiO$_2$, Al$_2$O$_3$, MgO, MnO, FeO and CaF$_2$ [34–36].

In the past, slag generated during welding are dumped as waste. This is no longer the thing to do due to environmental concerns. Slag is a non-biodegradable by-product of welding and its disposal poses problems such as soil and water pollution. It also takes up a lot of landfill space. Minerals required for the manufacture of welding flux such as calcite, cryolite, rutile, fluorspar, dolomite, quartz, wollastonite, alkaline carbonates and silicates are non-renewable resources and they are getting depleted fast. A lot of research activities are directed towards the development of recycling technology that allows the use of slag as fresh flux to mitigate the above problems and also reduce the total cost of welding [3, 6, 7, 9]. A lot of dust (between 10 and 15% of the flux) is generated during the handling and transportation of flux [5]. The flux dust was usually dumped as waste in the past but in recent years research efforts are directed at developing technologies of making use of it in new fluxes [8, 37]. Welding operations generate gaseous and aerosol by-products consisting of metals, metal oxides in various oxidation states and a number of chemical species that volatilised from the welding wire, flux or base metal. The fume generated may be soluble in iron [25, 34]. All the aforementioned approaches used to weld. Depending on the goal of the study, the operational characteristics and/or weld-metal quality are measured to ascertain their conformity and accumulated experience. The cycle of ‘formulate, weld, test and guess’ continued until an acceptable flux was achieved [76–80]. A typical example was the development of welding flux for SMAW of HSLA-100 grade steel by Fleming et al. [46] and since then there have been a dramatic improvement in the way experiments are conducted, prediction models are developed and optimisation is done. In this paper, the status of welding flux development before 2004 and the trends from 2004 was discussed to provide sufficient understanding and information on the current issues in welding flux development. It will provide insight, enlightenment and references for current research in welding flux formulation and draw attention to areas where future research should focus.

The paper is organized as follows; the trends in the way experiments are designed and conducted is presented in the next section, followed by the description of the approaches for developing prediction models. Next, the advances in optimisation are discussed followed by the directions for future research and the conclusion.

2. DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF EXPERIMENT

2.1. Traditional Approach to Experimentation

Prior to 2004 when the first work on application of design of experiment (DoE) to welding flux development appeared, most of the experiments conducted by welding flux researchers and designers were not statistically designed. Adeyeye and Oyawale [75] observed that welding flux development was lagging behind the other areas of arc welding technology in terms of application of DoE. Drawing upon the principles of physics, chemistry and metallurgy tempered with operator experience, WFDs formulate an initial flux which they used to weld. Depending on the goal of the study, the operational characteristics and/or weld-metal quality are measured to ascertain their conformity or otherwise to the expected quality requirements. Based on the results, guesses are made to improve the flux relying on the principles of science and accumulated experience. The cycle of ‘formulate, weld, test and guess’ continued until an acceptable flux was achieved [76–80]. A typical example was the development of welding flux for SMAW of HSLA-100 grade steel by Fleming et al. [46].
Nine separate series of electrodes were studied each with one substitution for a specific ingredient in the flux. The flux that produced the best results for a given series was used as the basis for the formulation of the next series. The cycle of ‘formulate-weld-test-and-guess’ was continued involving many iterations until the formulation with acceptable properties for SMAW of HSLA-100 steel was achieved.

This approach has many drawbacks [75]. It is technically and economically inefficient due to the trial-and-error nature, long lead-time and consumption of considerable number of man-hours, materials and energy during the extensive experimental flux formulation, weld production and testing. The welding flux developed by this approach has a random character and it is difficult to guarantee optimal formulation [10]. The feasibility or otherwise of achieving the desired compromise formulation cannot be established until a lot of resources and efforts have been expended on lengthy formulate-and-test experiments [18]. The direction and magnitude of interaction effects of welding flux ingredients are difficult to establish. Although the decision of the WFD at each stage is based on principles of science and metallurgy coupled with accumulated experience, it does not completely eliminate bias.

### 2.2. The Current Approach to Experimentation

These drawbacks persisted in the state-of-the-art of welding flux design till 2004 when the work of Kanjilal et al. [46] appeared in the literature. The paper opened a new chapter in the state-of-the-art of welding flux development. They used a type of Design of Experiments (DoE) method known as mixture experiment to study the effects of flux ingredients on weld-metal chemistry. Design of experiment has been available for some time and has been used in other areas of arc welding technology especially in the study of welding process parameters on weld-metal quality attributes. Adeyeye and Oyawale [75] provided more information on successful applications of DoE in other areas of arc welding. It appears WFDs were not aware of suitability and efficacy of mixture experiment for welding flux design in the pre-2004 era. The benefits of Statistical Design of Mixture Experiment (SDME) like other DoE approaches are many, namely: (i) It provides reliable information and insight from fewer number of experiments with the attendant reduction in cost and time (ii) The flux ingredient composition space is covered optimally by the various algorithms for choosing the experimental settings (iii) The WFD need not to have a deep knowledge of statistics because software exist to help him determine optimal experimental settings and to perform statistical evaluation of the results (iv) It eliminates the bias that may result from the trial-and-test approach (v) It helps the WFD to make more informed decision at each stage of flux development (vi) It allows the WFD to model the relationship between the flux ingredients and the flux quality attributes (vii) It helps the WFD to identify the direction and magnitude of the individual and interaction effects of flux ingredients.

The use of mixture experiment in welding flux design has been on the increase since 2004 [24, 46, 47, 50, 53, 62–67, 81–85]. The efficacy and the successful application of mixture experiment has spurred WFDs to further explore the toolkit of DoE to identify the ones suitable for welding flux development. Kanjilal et al. [47] employed an approach known as Rotatable Mixture Design to combine flux ingredients and process parameters (welding current, voltage, speed, electrode polarity) levels. The linearly dependent flux ingredients were converted to independent mixture

### Table 1: Roles of welding flux in weld-metal quality and welding process productivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Weld-metal and productivity</th>
<th>Quality Attributes</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Weld-metal chemistry</td>
<td>C, Mn, N, S, O₂, P, Ni, Mo, Cr, Ti, etc…</td>
<td>[8, 10, 11, 19–24, 46, 47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Microstructure</td>
<td>Grain size, acicular ferrite, lower bainite, martensite, etc…</td>
<td>[8, 10, 22, 23, 48–50]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Element transfer</td>
<td>Delta C, Mn, Si, O₂, P, Ni, Mo, Cr, Ti, Cu, etc…</td>
<td>[17, 19, 23, 51–54]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mechanical properties</td>
<td>Yield strength, Ultimate tensile strength, hardness, % elongation, impact toughness, etc…</td>
<td>[6, 16, 19, 21, 22, 47, 49, 52, 54–61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Physicochemical and thermophysical properties</td>
<td>Thermal conductivity, specific heat, thermal diffusivity, wettability, surface tension, etc…</td>
<td>[9, 13, 62–67]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Process and operating productivity</td>
<td>Deposition rate, fusion coefficient, spatter, arc stability, penetration control, etc…</td>
<td>[2, 12, 14, 17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Bead morphology</td>
<td>Bead width, reinforcement, shape factor, weld cross-sectional area, bead height, etc…</td>
<td>[15, 16, 48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Waste-to-wealth/Environmental benign</td>
<td>Flux consumption, flux dust, used slag, etc…</td>
<td>[3, 6, 21, 68–73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Fume (Health issues)</td>
<td>Fume generation rate, noxious odour, particle number, mass distribution, particle surface area, morphology, toxic content of fume (Cr²⁺, Mn, Ni, ozone, Ni, Si, Ti, Si…)</td>
<td>[38–42, 42–45, 74]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
related variables through some transformations. The independent mixture related variables and the welding process parameters were used to develop the design matrix. Ren et al. [86] used a type of DoE known as Uniform Design (UD) to develop welding flux for the multi-arc and high travel speed submerge arc welding (SAW). The UD ensures that the experimental points are uniformly dispersed in the experimental space. Like mixture experiment it also reduces time and cost as well as optimally covering the experimental region. Hadamard Multivariate Design (HMD) was used to develop flux for aluminium welding [55, 87–89]. Nested Random Model (NRM) was employed by Achebo [90] to develop welding flux that meet the required weld-metal quality. Taguchi robust design is another DoE method that has been found very useful in many industries including other areas of arc welding but its applicability in welding flux was only discovered recently and its use in flux development is gaining popularity [2, 5, 16, 58, 60, 61, 73, 91]. The use of Response Surface Method (RSM) also has been explored recently but its use so far is limited to addition of additives and used slag to new welding flux [6, 21, 23, 59, 89]. The interest in the use of DoE in planning experiments ahead of conducting them will continue to grow in welding flux formulation because of its advantages. Table 2 presents recent approaches and the trends in the application of DoE.

3. DEVELOPMENT OF PREDICTION MODEL

3.1. Traditional Approach to Development of Prediction Models

The traditional approach for developing models for the prediction of weld-metal properties and welding operational characteristics as a function of flux ingredients is by employing detailed scientific methodologies (kinetics, thermodynamics, slag chemistry, solution thermodynamics, arc plasma physics and chemistry, etc...). These models are cumbersome and not easy to use. The models often consider effects of individual flux ingredients on a single response and not the effects of simultaneous variation of the ingredients on many responses. For instance, Terashina [29] and Surian [30] studied the effect of slag basicity on diffusible hydrogen, Du Plessis and Du Toit [28] studied the effect of flux-oxidizing ingredients on diffusible hydrogen and Du Plessis et al. [27] and Baune et al. [34, 36] investigated the effect of fluoride and calcite on diffusible hydrogen content. Eager [92] and North [35] studied the effects of FeO, MnO, metallic and ferro-metallic additions on weld-metal oxygen content individually. Farias et al. [93] considered the effects of wollastonite and quartz on fusion rate and short-circuit frequency. In the real-world flux formulation situations, many competing quality requirements are simultaneously considered. For these reasons, models obtained based on physical science principles have limited applications in real-world industrial conditions where it is required that an optimal flux be developed at minimum costs and time.

The reactions and interactions of welding flux ingredients, welding wire constituents and welding process parameters in the weld pool during welding to determine the numerous weld-metal and welding process quality characteristics are complex. There is no theory that has the rigour or sophistication to simultaneously handle the large number of variables that control the welding process and weld-metal quality characteristics. The convectional way to approach such problem is to apply regression analysis in which experimental data are best fitted to some functions. Such functions are expressed in terms of input variables. Other areas of arc welding had been ahead of welding flux development in terms of application of experimental data to perform regression analysis. The reason was because factorial design commonly used in welding process parameters (welding voltage, current, speed, nozzle-to-plate distance, etc...) experiments is not applicable to welding flux experiments because flux ingredients are not linearly independent of one another [75].

3.2. Current Approaches to the Development of Prediction Models

The DoE suitable for welding flux design appears unknown to WFDs until Kanjilal and co-workers applied a type of DoE known as mixture experiments to welding flux and used the experimental data to develop regression equations for the prediction of weld-metal chemical composition as a function of flux ingredients (Al$_2$O$_3$, CaO, MgO, CaF$_2$) [46]. The model fitted to their data was the Scheffe’s quadratic canonical polynomial for overall curvature. Apart from the predictive ability of the regression models, they also provide information in terms of the magnitude and direction of individual flux ingredients effects as well as their binary interaction effects.

The success of their work in predicting the chemical composition of weld-metal and the insight it provided in understanding the nature of the relationship between the flux ingredients and response variables ignited the interest of researchers [13, 50, 53, 55, 75]. Sui et al. [13] fitted a second-order equation to pure mixture experimental data. The model predicted the flux softening temperature as a function of the flux ingredients. Kanjilal et al. [47] fitted a second-order model involving mixture related variables (flux ingredients) and welding process parameters to experimental data. The pure mixture experiment has gained more popularity in welding flux design than the mixture-process design. Many models have been proposed for weld-metal quality and welding process productivity such as weld-metal chemistry, microstructure, mechanical and thermophysical and physicochemical properties (see Table 3). Scheffe’s models fail in situations where extreme changes occur in the response behaviour as one or more flux ingredient tends to a boundary of the simplex region. This kind of response behaviour is known as edge effect. They are also not
able to model the combine effects of the additive nature of some ingredients and the curvilinear blending effects of the remaining ingredients [94]. Adeyeye and Oyawale [75] suggested some models that could address these limitations. Scheffe’s cubic and special cubic were suggested for ternary interaction effects. Scheffe’s model with inverse terms were suggested to cater for edge effects and Becker’s models for combined additive and curvilinear flux blending effects. They also presented the sequential model build-ups that could be used to check for ternary interactions, edge and additive effects. The progress made in the development of prediction models, their benefits and the extent to which they have been explored in flux development are presented in Table 3.

4. FLUX QUALITY ATTRIBUTES OPTIMISATION

4.1. The Traditional Approach to Flux Quality Attribute Optimisation

Optimisation involves identifying the proportion of welding flux ingredient that gives the best values of the required quality characteristics. It has been noted that the formulate-and-test approach (discussed in Section 2) to flux development is random and does not guarantee optimal flux formulation [10, 75]. Usually the best flux from the formulate-and-test experiments is taken as the optimum. This is misleading because the choice is not based on the fulfilment of any optimality criteria as far as optimisation principles are concerned. The traditional formulate-and-test approach was needed because it was very difficult to know a priori how the flux ingredients, welding wire constituents and welding parameters interact to determine the weld-metal quality, operational efficiency and the productivity of the welding process. Also, the quality attributes the flux is expected to achieve are many and conflicting. The conflict arises because improvement on the achievement of one quality attribute often decreases the performance of the flux on one or more of the other attributes. Since it is not feasible to achieve a flux that attains the ideal levels of all quality attributes simultaneously, compromises and balances are often provided and designed into it. Until recently, lengthy and costly experiment has been the method of achieving the balances but such fluxes cannot be guaranteed to be the best compromise flux. The traditional method was a heuristic technique.

Ren et al. [86] made effort at obtaining optimal flux by using a DoE method known as Uniform Design (UD). The UD is based on uniform dispersion of the experimental points in the experimental region. The believe was that the best flux formulation from the experiment is the optimum since the experimental points are uniformly scattered and are more representative of the whole experimental space. Since it is not practical to explore all points in the experimental space, there is no guarantee that the flux developed by UD is optimum. The optimum flux formulation may not coincide with any of the experimental points. Even if it happens to coincide with an experimental point per chance, the UD does not provide any scientific means or optimality criteria for its identification other than the uniform scattering of experimental point. The lack of optimising algorithm for identification of optimum flux had been a major challenge of welding flux design [10]. Optimisation modelling solution approach was extremely difficult because of the complex reactions and interactions the welding flux ingredients, welding wire constituents and welding parameters exhibit during the welding process as well as the multiple and conflicting quality attributes involved. This appears to have precipitated difficulties of:

(i) constructing objective and constraint functions that adequately express the multiple flux quality specifications;

(ii) defining a feasible criterion space for systematic experimentaiton;

(iii) resolving conflicts arising from simultaneously satisfying the desirable multiple flux attributes; and

(iv) taking into consideration the preferences of the user.

4.2. Current Approaches of Welding Flux Quality Attributes Optimisation

4.2.1. Single quality attribute optimisation

Adeyeye and Oyawale [10] extended the works of Kanjilal et al. [46, 47, 53, 81] and Sui et al. [13] beyond mere prediction. They used mathematical programming approach for flux quality optimisation. Building on their work, they proposed mathematical programming models for determining the optimum flux composition for the case where the interest of a WFD is in a single quality attribute. They illustrated with three cases of beneficial quality attributes where higher values imply better performance (larger-the-best (LTB)). Optimisation models consisting of objective and constraint functions representing the flux formulation problem were constructed for each of the cases. The constraint functions defined the experimental region. The LTB cases were (i) maximise acicular ferrite content of weld-metal (ii) maximise Charpy impact toughness (iii) maximise silicon transfer. The models were solved to determine the flux formulation that gave maximum values of the quality attributes. They also illustrated with a case where oxygen content of weld-metal is nonbeneficial, that is, lower value indicates better performance (smaller-the-best (STB)).
Table 2: Advances in application of DoE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Type of DoE</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>Mixture experiment</td>
<td>[46]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Rotatable mixture design (for flux ingredients and process parameters)</td>
<td>[47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Uniform design</td>
<td>[86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Hadamard Multivariate Design (HMD)</td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>Mixture-Amount Design*</td>
<td>[75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Nested Random Model (NRM)</td>
<td>[90]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Taguchi method</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Response surface method</td>
<td>[6, 21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Suggested but not yet implemented in welding flux development

Table 3: Trends in development of prediction modelling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S/N</th>
<th>Model, Year and [Paper]</th>
<th>Quality Attribute</th>
<th>Usefulness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Scheffe’s quadratic polynomial, 2004 [46]**</td>
<td>TC, SH, CA, SA, ST, WA, C, Si, Mn, P, WC, UTS, YA, AF, GBF, SPF, PF, UB, IVF, INF, WBP, %EL, Hardness,</td>
<td>Prediction and binary interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Second-order model with square terms, 2006 [13]**</td>
<td>Softening temperature</td>
<td>Prediction and binary interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Second-order model (mixture-process variables), 2006 [47]**</td>
<td>C, Si, Mn, P, S, Ni, YS, UTS, IT and VHN</td>
<td>Prediction and binary interactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Scheffe’s linear model for planar effects, 2007 [95]**</td>
<td>TD, Density</td>
<td>Prediction and individual effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Scheffe’s cubic for third order asymmetric curvature, 2008 [75]**</td>
<td>Change in enthalpy</td>
<td>Prediction and ternary interaction effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Scheffe’s special cubic for third order curvature, 2008 [75]**</td>
<td>AE, SA, TC, TD, SH, Density,</td>
<td>Prediction and ternary interaction effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Scheffe’s linear plus inverse terms, 2008 [75]</td>
<td>Yet to be explored</td>
<td>Prediction (edge effects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Scheffe’s quadratic plus inverse terms, 2008 [75]</td>
<td>Yet to be explored</td>
<td>Prediction (edge effects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Scheffe’s cubic plus inverse terms, 2008 [75]</td>
<td>Yet to be explored</td>
<td>Prediction (edge effects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Scheffe’s special cubic plus inverse terms, 2008 [75]</td>
<td>Yet to be explored</td>
<td>Prediction (models edge effects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Becker’s homogeneous models, 2008 [75]</td>
<td>Yet to be explored</td>
<td>Prediction (additive effects)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Linear model of mixture and process variables, 2008 [75]</td>
<td>Yet to be explored</td>
<td>Prediction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

+++ Has received much attention, ++ Has received little attention, TD=Thermal diffusivity, TC=Thermal conductivity, SH=Specific heat, CA=Contact angle, SA=Spread area, ST=Surface tension, WA=Work of adhesion, WL=Weight loss, IT=Impact toughness, UTS=Ultimate tensile strength, VHN=Vickers hardness, YS=Yield strength, AF=Acicular ferrite, GBF=Grain boundary ferrite, SPF=Side plate ferrite, PF=Polygonal ferrite, UB=Upper bainite, IVF=Inclusion volume fraction, AE=Adhesion energy WBP=Weld bead parameter, INF=Inclusion number fraction, %EL=Percentage elongation.

Table 4: Trends in optimisation methods.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year [Reference]</th>
<th>Optimisation method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009 [10]</td>
<td>Single flux attribute for LTB and STB cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 [96] (multiple attributes with comparable importance)</td>
<td>WSS** (for LTB and STB cases); DF (for LTB, STB &amp; NTB**); NGP (for Target values); CP (Minimum distance from ideal)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 [96]</td>
<td>PGP** (for attributes at different priority levels)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nominal-the-best

++ Suggested but not yet implemented

Apart from showing the flux ingredient levels that achieved the optimum levels of flux quality performance, the approach also provided insight as to maximum and minimum values that are attainable for each of the flux quality attributes under the existing conditions for beneficial and non-beneficial attributes respectively. This could be used to establish the feasibility of developing a flux that can achieve a given performance level. For example, if there is the need to produce flux that will deposit weld-metal with acicular ferrite content above 51.2%, the WFD knows immediately that it is not feasible under the prevailing conditions. This is an additional advantage over the traditional approach where feasibility could not be established until a lot of time and resources have been expended on formulate-and-test experiments. The single quality attribute optimisation addressed two of the issues, namely, (i) construction of objective function that defines the goal of the WFD and constraint functions that define the experimental space (ii) Establishment of feasibility.

4.2.2. Multiple quality attribute optimisation

Welding flux design situations involving multiple quality attributes are encountered more frequently than the single quality attribute case. To address the multi-attribute flux formulation cases, Adeyeye and Oyawale [96] identified two major classifications, namely (i) cases where the flux quality attributes are of comparable importance and (ii) situations where one or more quality attribute(s) are of overriding importance when compared to others. The procedure for the development of optimisation models and the flux formulation situations where each could be useful were discussed. Four of the methods were proposed for situations where the attributes are of comparable importance: (i) Weighted Sum Scalarisation (WSS) (ii) Desirability Function (DF) (iii) Non-pre-emptive Goal Programming (NGP) and (iv) Compromise Programming (CP). Pre-emptive Goal Programming (PGP) was suggested for welding flux design situation where the attributes are in hierarchical order of importance because some attributes are of overwhelming importance when compared to others.

These methods addressed the problems that had hitherto persisted in welding flux development, namely (i) difficulty of handling several conflicting flux attributes simultaneously (ii) the problem of identifying the best compromise for welding flux formulation (iii) lack of quantitative means of carrying out trade-off exploration. The specific areas where each of the multiple attribute optimisation methods could be useful are presented in Table 4.

Since the appearance of the work of Adeyeye and Oyawale [10, 18, 95] on application of optimisation methods to welding flux design, interest of researchers in flux optimisation has been growing and it is expected that the growth will continue. Despite the growing interest only DF method has received significant attention by welding flux researchers [19, 24, 62–67, 82, 85]. This could be because statistical packages used in designing experiments has built-in solver for DF. The other approaches require a different package and some knowledge of optimisation model development. The applications of NGP and CP methods have received sparing attention while the exploration of WSS and PGP methods are yet to appear in the open literature [18, 96]. The reason might be that WFD are either not familiar with these methods or the applicability and efficacy are not clear to them. The idea of determination of feasible attribute solution space introduced by Adeyeye and Oyawale [10] for single attribute optimisation is also yet to be properly addressed for the case of multi-attribute welding flux design situation.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

In the following sub-sections, some conclusions on the three main topics representing the most active areas of advances is presented.

5.1. Experimentation

The belief in the past was that factorial design and the type of Response Surface Method (RSM) commonly used in other areas of arc welding technology are not applicable in welding flux development because welding flux properties depend on the relative proportions of the ingredients. The choice of ingredient levels is not independent and must sum up to unity or 100% [75]. Mixture designs were developed by researchers to handle experimental design cases where predictor variables are linearly dependent. However, recent applications have shown that it is possible to adapt Hadamard multivariate design, nested random model design, response surface and Taguchi methods for flux development and still ensure that at each of the experimental points in the flux ingredient space, the total sum of the proportions of all the ingredients adds up to unity [5, 6, 21, 55, 87, 90].

The thickness of flux coating (coating factor) for SMAW and flux height in the case of SAW contribute to the quality of weld-metal and productivity of the welding process. The coating factor and flux height are related to amount of flux. It was for this reason Adeyeye and Oyawale [75] suggested mixture-amount design for flux formulation. Studies that incorporates amount of flux and flux proportions are scanty in the open literature. The exploration of mixture-amount design for flux development hold some promise for the future.

5.2. Predictive Modelling

Majority of models proposed to date are quadratic and are only able to identify and quantify binary interaction effects. The Scheffe’s models are generally adequate for modelling well-behaved flux systems. They however, fail in some situations. As mentioned in Section 3, instances where extreme changes occur in the behaviour of some responses as some ingredients approach boundary values is a very real occurrence in many mixture experimentations. This is known as edge
effect. Another real occurrence in blending experiment is that some ingredients serve as diluent in the sense that an increase in the proportion of such ingredients reduce the effect of the remaining ingredients on the response. Scheffe’s quadratic canonical polynomial for overall curvature used by Kanjilal et al. [46] could not satisfactorily fit the experimental data for carbon, phosphorus and nitrogen contents of the weld-metal in the particular case they studied. It could probably be as a result ignoring either higher order interactions, edge effects or additive effects or a combination of any two or all. Application of Scheffe’s quadratic model proposed by Kanjilal et al. [46] has gained much attention in welding flux development [19, 22, 56, 62–67, 82, 85]. Scheffe’s cubic and special cubic models suggested for welding flux development by Adeyeye and Oyawale [75] started getting attention recently and have been used for prediction and explanation of main, binary and ternary interaction effects of flux ingredients but those suggested for edge and additive effects are yet to be explored [62, 63, 66, 67]. They are therefore recommended for further studies.

5.3. Optimisation
5.3.1. Relative importance of quality attributes
Most of the applications of the optimisation models to date have assumed equal importance for all attributes. This is not so in real world optimisation problems. Cases where attributes are of equal importance are not as common as cases where they are of different importance. As far as we know, only Adeyeye and Oyawale [18] and Adeyeye and Allu [96] employed quantitative and systematic approach of incorporating the preferences of WFD in terms of relative importance he/she attaches to the attributes. The respective methods used were pairwise comparison and analytical hierarchy process. More research efforts are needed at identifying and incorporating WFD’s estimation of the relative importance of various quality attributes. Furthermore, most of the work done to date have assumed that the quality attributes are all at the same level. As demonstrated by Adeyeye and Oyawale [96], some attributes could be bundles of other attributes. For instance, a primary attribute may be broken down to secondary or sub-attributes while the sub-attributes may further be broken down to tertiary/sub-sub-attributes. This is a challenge that is yet to be addressed. Also, cases where some attributes are of overriding importance compare to others requires different optimisation approaches because they are in different priority levels. Although Adeyeye and Oyawale [18] have suggested pre-emptive goal programming for such instances, it is yet to be explored by WFDs.

5.3.2. Feasible attribute space
Identification and definition of feasible attribute space was mentioned by Adeyeye and Oyawale [10, 18] but not well developed for multi-attribute case. Because of high cost of welding wire, welding electrode designers often use the same wire to achieve different weld deposit by merely changing the proportions of the flux ingredients. By using different proportions of ingredients, it is possible to develop an infinite variety of welding flux. When it is required that a new flux be developed for the same wire to achieve a different set of weld-metal properties, the WFD often embark on lengthy formulate-and-test experimentation with its attendant drawbacks. The challenge of lack of means of determining the feasibility of achieving the desire weld-metal properties has persisted for long in welding flux technology. It is unlikely that the WFD will be able to rise to this challenge without better tools with which he can determine the attainable set or the feasible attribute space. As a result of the absence of right tools the WFD is not able to know whether or not it is possible to achieve the desired properties within the experimental domain a lot of resources have been expended on experiments. At times, a lot of resources are consumed searching for flux formulation that will achieve desired specifications in an experimental domain even when such formulation may not exist in that experimental region. On the other hand, the desired formulation may exist within the experimental domain but the WFD may not be able to identify it through the try-and-test experiments because of its random nature. The WFD often abandons the experimental domain to establish a new domain with the erroneous impression that the desired flux formulation cannot be achieved or does not exist within the experimental space because he has not been able to identify it after a series of tedious experiments. Identification of feasible quality attribute space will help the WFD to make intelligent decision on either to go ahead with the same flux ingredients or not. Determination of feasible attribute space should be part of research focus for the future.

5.3.3. Models and trade-off surface
The regression functions defining the flux quality attributes are assumed to be continuous and smooth over the domain of interest. It is also assumed that the best compromise flux is located at the convex region of the criterion space. Situations where the response functions are not continuous and some solutions are located at concave regions of the trade-off surface should be a focus of future studies.
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